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Abstract
High-brightness photo-injectors are mandatory for several applications, for
instance plasma-based accelerators, linear colliders, novel radiation sources,
such as free-electron lasers, terahertz radiation sources, and inverse Compton
scattering sources; all require the production, acceleration, and manipulation
of high-brightness electron beams.
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1 Introduction
The physics and technology concerning the generation, manipulation, and transport of high-energy, high-
quality electron beams are of crucial importance in different fields of science, e.g., for the R&D of
future-generation light sources and novel plasma-based accelerators. Indeed, free-electron lasers (FELs)
[1–4], energy-recovery linacs [5], light sources, inverse Compton scattering sources [6], and plasma-
based accelerators [7] all demand high-brightness electron beams. The figure of merit of this electron
source is the normalized brightness in 6D phase space. There is no unique definition of brightness, as the
literature shows [8–13]; I choose in this regard the definition reported in Ref. [10] extended to the 6D
phase space:

B6D =
2Ip

∆γ
γ ε

2
n

. (1)

Efforts are made to maximize the brightness, thus minimizing the transverse projected emittance (εn is
of the order of millimetre milliradians) and the energy spread (∆γ/γ ∼ 0.1%), or increasing the peak
current (Ip of the order of kiloamps), which means shortening the electron bunch down to femtosecond-
scale durations. In particular, in both energy-recovery linacs [5] and FELs [1–4], high time-resolution
user experiments require extremely short X-ray pulses (shorter than femtoseconds), imposing the need
for small and linear longitudinal emittances to allow for proper compression along the linac. Indeed, the
exponential gain of self-amplified spontaneous emission FELs [14], as shown in Section 3, depends on
the peak current and not on the charge, at the price of a reduced number of photons per pulse, with the
advantage that a reduction of beam charge allows better control of the beam quality.

A great development of FEL user facilities has been driven by the advent of radio-frequency (RF)
based photo-injectors, contributing to an improvement of the normalized transverse emittance of at least
one order of magnitude [15].

In a photo-injector, electrons are emitted by a photocathode, located inside an RF cavity, illumi-
nated by a laser pulse, so that the time structure of the electron beam can be controlled and shaped on a
picosecond or subpicosecond time-scale via the laser pulse. This feature is one of the main advantages
of laser-based RF injectors. Indeed, the space charge can be controlled by reducing the beam charge
density, especially in the cathode region, where the beam energy is low, by working with larger laser spot
sizes; space charge can also be controlled by increasing the bunch length, which, however, contributes
to increasing the longitudinal emittance, requiring compression methods. In addition, to preserve the
brightness, the emitted electrons must be rapidly accelerated to relativistic energies, thus damping the
space-charge forces, which scale as 1/γ2, and resulting in a partial mitigation of the emittance growth.
At this regard, RF fields allow for large, from≈40 to≈130 MV/ m, electric fields at the cathode surface;
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therefore, a laser-assisted RF gun is the preferable choice because of the high peak field, ∼102 MV/ m,
and the possibility of shaping the 6D electron-beam phase spaces by acting on the laser pulse distribu-
tions, both transverse and longitudinal. In addition, the generation of longitudinally modulated electron
bunches directly at the cathode by means of a comb-like laser profile [16] is advantageous for the suc-
cessful development of new classes of application, e.g., plasma wakefield accelerators [17], high-power
narrow-band coherent terahertz sources [18], and two-colour FEL radiation [19–21].

In this report, I will overview electron injectors, highlighting the physics of the emission process
and focusing on the beam dynamics in normal conducting RF guns. An extensive and detailed study can
be found in Ref. [22]. In addition, I will introduce emittance compensation techniques to limit emittance
growth at the end of the injector, integrated in a RF-based longitudinal compression method.

2 Definition of brightness
In 1939, Von Borries and Ruska, who were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1986 for the invention of the
electronic microscope [23], introduced the concept of beam brightness as

Bmicroscope =
I

AΩ
=

Ne

πr2πα2∆t
≈ constant , (2)

where Ne/∆t is the electron current density escaping from the cathode surface with area A = πr2,
Ω = πα2 is the solid angle in which electrons are emitted, and ∆t is the time interval. This quantity
is practically constant in the microscope column: therefore, the smaller the spot size, the larger the
divergence. The brightness is extremely important because it defines the quality of the source and sets the
kind of experiments that can be done. Indeed, for imaging applications, the larger the number of electrons,
the better the contrast; spatial resolution and coherence are enhanced by a small area and a collimated
beam, i.e., small angles α, while temporal resolution is improved by short pulses. The definition in
Eq. (2) still holds nowadays in the field of electron microscopy, with peak values of Bmicroscope up to
1013 A/ m2/ sr.

In analogy with the electron microscope brightness, it is convenient to define the 6D electron-
beam brightness to compare and describe electron sources, as the number of electrons per unit volume
V6D occupied by the beam in 6D phase space, i.e., transverse (x, px, y, py), longitudinal (z, pz), and
proportional to the product of the three normalized emittances:

B6D =
Ne

V6D
∝ Ne

εnxεnyεnz
. (3)

Liouville’s theorem states that the phase space volume, bounded by a closed, arbitrary surface in the
phase space, is constant, provided that only conservative forces act on the particles. As long as the particle
dynamics in the beamline elements (transport optics, accelerating sections, etc.) can be described by
Hamiltonian functions, that is, neither particle–particle collisions nor stochastic processes are considered,
the phase space density will stay constant throughout the accelerator.

If we write the longitudinal emittance explicitly, in terms of energy spread, σγ , and bunch duration,
σt, then the physical meaning of the 6D brightness is clear,

B6D ∝
Ne

εnxεnyσtσγ
: (4)

a large number of quasi-monochromatic electrons, concentrated in very short bunches, with small trans-
verse size and divergence, which means small transverse emittance. For a fixed charge/bunch this trans-
lates to preserving the transverse emittance and increasing the final current by reducing the bunch length.
In numbers, for typical electron-beam parameters (N ≈ 109, σγ ≈ 10−3, εn ≈1 mm mrad, σt < 1 ps),
the 6D brightness is of the order of 1015 A/ m2.
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The maximum brightness theoretically achievable by an electron beam is set by the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle with one electron in each elementary quantum h3 unit of phase space volume:

Bquantum =
2e

h3
(m0c

2)3 =
2e

λ3
c

, (5)

with h the Planck constant, e the elementary charge, m0 the particle mass, and c the speed of light; λc is
the Compton wavelength, which for electrons is 2.426 pm. Replacing numbers in Eq. (5), Bquantum ≈
1025 A/ m2, being 10 orders of magnitude larger than typical 6D brightnesses in photo-injectors.

The maximum brightness practically achievable is limited by the degeneracy parameter δ, which
represents the number of particles per elementary volume of the phase space: B = δBquantum. In prin-
ciple, assuming the photo-emission process by metal photocathodes, we expect a peak brightness ap-
proaching the quantum limit, since the degeneracy factor inside a metal is ∼1. However, in practice,
we have 10 orders of magnitude less. Electron emission mechanisms and Coulomb interactions play a
crucial role in this severe reduction of beam brightness [24].

The brightness generated at the electron source represents the ultimate value. Possible sources of
emittance growth are:

– non-linear space-charge forces;
– non-linear forces from electromagnetic components, e.g., due to wakefields;
– synchrotron radiation emission (in magnetic compressors).

Sources of emittance degradation need to be kept under control, keeping in mind that the final beam
quality is set by the linac and ultimately by its injector and electron source; therefore, a careful definition
and specific requirements for both electron sources and injection systems are mandatory.

3 Applications of high-brightness electron beams
The great improvement of the characteristics of electron injectors started in the 1960s with thermionic
guns [25]. Thermionic RF guns employ cathodes that must be heated to allow emission of electrons.
Commonly used cathode materials are LaB6, CeB6, and BaO, with typical operating temperatures of the
order of 1000 ◦C. The disadvantages of thermionic guns lie in the fact that emission occurs throughout
the RF accelerating phase and during every RF period, resulting in a beam with large momentum and
time spread. However, the high stability is the main advantage.

In 1985, the need for fast and precise control of the electron pulse shape led to the first use of
photocathode RF guns because of the impressive reduction in transverse emittance, more than a factor of
ten [15], promoted by the ability to shape drive laser pulses and rapidly accelerate electrons from rest to
relativistic energies.

Starting from the first working prototype of an RF gun [26, 27], RF photo-injectors are nowadays
routinely exploited as electron sources for FEL user facilities [1–4] and multidisciplinary test facilities,
such as SPARC_LAB [28]. Radio-frequency photo-injectors are also fundamental for the successful
development of plasma-based accelerators where external injection schemes are considered, i.e., particle-
beam-driven [17] and laser-driven [29] plasma wakefield accelerators, since the ultimate beam brightness
and its stability and reproducibility are strongly influenced by the RF-generated electron beam.

The main supporter for the development of high-brightness injectors is represented by X-ray free-
electron lasers [30]. In particular, for FEL applications, the 5D brightness is often used to compare
electron sources:

B5D =
2Ip

εnxεny
=

2Ip

(βγ)2εxεy
, (6)

and is the relativistic analogue of the microscopic brightness.
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Fig. 1: Top: propagation of electron beam in undulator module. Middle: evolution of electron bunching along
undulator. Bottom: exponential increase of FEL radiation power along the undulator.

In an electron beam entering a magnetic undulator, electrons start to oscillate with period λu and
emit spontaneous radiation as synchrotron radiation because of the oscillating trajectory. They start to
lose energy in favour of the radiation and since the trajectory in the undulator is energy-dependent, while
propagating they start to bunch, which means that they start to modulate themselves longitudinally, as
shown in Fig. 1.

Emission begins to be coherent and the radiation wavelength is set by the resonance condition:

λr =
λu

2γ2

(
1 +

K2

2
+ γ2θ2

)
, (7)

where γ is the electron-beam Lorentz factor, K = (eB0λu)/(2πm0c) is the undulator parameter, which
defines the oscillation amplitude, and θ is the emitted angle with respect to the axis. B0 is the maximum
amplitude of the magnetic field andm0 is the electron mass, thusK is a measure of the on-axis undulator
magnetic field once the undulator period is fixed.

Because of the longitudinal modulation of the electrons in slices, the radiated power along the
undulator increases exponentially as a function of gain length, which, in 1D FEL theory, is defined as

Lg =
λu

4πρ
√

3
, (8)

assuming a mono-energetic beam and neglecting space-charge forces. Lg represents the length necessary
for the radiation field to be increased by e, Napier’s constant; therefore it is an indication of how long
the undulator chain should be in order to reach saturation. Beginning from shot noise, it typically takes
a self-amplified spontaneous emission FEL about 20 Lg to reach saturation. The gain length is related to
the beam brightness through the Pierce parameter, ρ,

ρ =
1

2γ

[
Ip

IA

(
λuK[JJ ]√

8πσx

)2
]1/3

, (9)

which scales with the peak current as ρ ∝ I1/3
p , resulting in Lg ∝ B−1/3

5D ; IA = 4πε0
m0c3

e ≈ 17 kA is the
Álfven current for an electron, [JJ ] is the Bessel function coupling factor depending on the undulator,1

1[JJ ]=1 for helical undulators and [JJ ] = J0

(
K2

4+2K2

)
− J1

(
K2

4+2K2

)
for planar ones.
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and σx is the r.m.s. electron transverse beam size in the undulator. IA represents a limit on the amount
of charge that can be transported. Physically, the beam self-magnetic field becomes sufficiently strong
to stop the propagation of electrons, whose trajectories reverse in direction, so that most of the electrons
are reflected back [31, 32].

The Pierce parameter, also called the universal FEL parameter, gives an indication of the gain
of the FEL and the speed of the bunching process; typically for kiloamp-current beams, ρ ∼ 10−3 to
10−4 in the VUV/X-ray regime. In practice, ρ ∼ 1/Nu, where Nu is the number of undulator periods
electrons must travel to increase the FEL power by 2e times. Indeed, the saturation power of the self-
amplified spontaneous emission FEL radiation is Psat = Pinez/Lg , with Pin the initial beam power;
Pin = ρIpEbeam.

In general, because of the finite energy spread and non-negligible space-charge effects, the expo-
nential gain might weaken, resulting in an increased undulator length to preserve the FEL gain and aim
at laser saturation. Therefore, the electron-beam brightness has to be extremely high in order to obtain a
relatively short FEL gain length.

In addition, the brightness plays an important role on the efficiency of the FEL process and on its
spectral characteristics. Indeed, to ensure coupling between the electron beam and the radiation it emits,
the matching condition for transverse emittance has to be satisfied (εn < γλr/4π). Concerning the
energy spread, the matching condition requires σδ < ρ ≈ 10−3, which defines the radiation bandwidth
∆ω/ω ≈ 1/Nu ≈ ρ.

Beyond X-ray FELs, high-brightness electron beams are needed for several other applications: for
instance, high-power FELs, either for soft X-rays or IR, energy-recovery linacs, and linac-based terahertz
sources all demand average currents of the order of milliamps, repetition rates of the order of megahertz,
and low emittance. In addition, terahertz sources require ultrashort electron bunches, of the order of
10–100 fs, to extend the frequency spectrum up to several terahertz. Concerning the development of
radiation sources, high-brightness electron beams are also fundamental in the success of γ-ray sources,
such as inverse Thomson or Compton scattering [6]. A relativistic electron beam collides head-on with
an ultrafast laser to produce scattered photons upshifted in energy in a 1/γ forward cone angle. The
high-charge beam increases the X-ray yield, while short bunches allow for ultrafast X-rays. Both small
emittance, which enables focusing to a micrometre-scale spot size, and low energy spread contribute to
narrow the radiation bandwidth [33].

High-brightness photo-injectors are fundamental for the successful development of plasma-based
accelerators. In particular, in particle-beam-driven plasma wakefield accelerators, the high-gradient
wakefield is driven by an intense, high-energy charged-particle beam, named the driver beam, as
it passes through the plasma. The space-charge forces of the electron bunch blow out the plasma
electrons, which rush back in and overshoot, setting up a plasma density oscillation at a frequency
ωp =

√
(n0e2)/(ε0m0), which depends on the plasma density n0. A second, appropriately phased

accelerating beam, named the witness beam, and containing fewer particles than the drive beam, is then
accelerated by the wake. The energy transfer from the drive bunch to the plasma is optimized by maximiz-
ing the transformer ratio R = |E+,max/E−,max|, defined as the ratio between the maximum accelerating
field behind the drive bunch, E+,max, where the particles of the witness bunch can be placed, and the
maximum decelerating field within the drive bunch, E−,max. R quantifies the energy gain of a witness
bunch placed at the accelerating phase. To accelerate high-brightness electron beams, both driver and
witness bunches must be focused to a size of a few micrometres, as requested by the transverse matching
condition at the plasma entrance, i.e.,

σmatching
⊥ =

(
2

γ

)1/4√εx
kp

, (10)

with kp = 2π/λp the plasma wave number, λp the plasma wavelength, and εx the transverse emittance;
therefore, the lower the emittance the smaller the beam transverse size. In addition, the great flexibil-
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Fig. 2: Layout of SPARC_LAB photo-injector: a copper cathode, illuminated by UV laser pulses and embedded in
a 1.6-cell standing wave S-band RF gun, generates a 5.6 MeV electron beam. A four-coil solenoid magnet focuses
and matches the beam into three S-band travelling wave accelerating structures to boost the energy to 180 MeV.
The first two accelerating structures are embedded by multicoil solenoid magnets to provide additional focusing
when the first section is used as a RF compressor in the so-called velocity-bunching regime.

ity of photo-injectors to shape and manipulate the longitudinal phase space allows for resonant plasma
wakefield acceleration driven by multibunch trains to increase the transformer ratio [34].

4 Photo-injector theory
An electron injector is the overall system from the electron source, the cathode, up to the place where
electrons have energies where space-charge forces, which scale as 1/γ2, can be considered negligible.
Therefore, the beam evolution is no longer space-charge dominated.

There are, at present, three broadly identifiable cathode technologies for electron-beam sources
and two main accelerator technologies used to perform the initial acceleration of the beam from those
cathodes, i.e., normal conducting (LCLS, FERMI, SPARC_LAB) and superconducting (FLASH, XFEL).
Most injector systems use photocathodes; one exception is the SACLA XFEL [35, 36], which success-
fully uses a thermionic cathode.

In this review, I will focus on the experience at SPARC_LAB which, being an R&D facility on
high-brightness photo-injectors, is paradigmatic for describing electron-beam generation, manipulation,
and acceleration. I recommend Ref. [22] for a more complete treatment of electron sources and injection
systems and Refs. [30, 37] for FEL physics and direct experience at user facilities.

The typical layout of an electron photo-injector is reported in Fig. 2. A photo-injector consists
of a laser-generated source, followed by an electron-beam optical system, which preserves and matches
the beam into a high-energy accelerator. A photocathode, embedded in a RF gun, releases picosecond
or subpicosecond electron bunches when irradiated by laser pulses of given wavelength, depending on
the cathode material. The high electric fields produced by the RF gun are necessary both to extract the
high current and to minimize the effects of space charge on emittance growth. Since the RF gun acts as
a strong defocusing lens, a solenoid magnet is needed to focus the divergent beam, preventing particle
losses, and to properly match the electron beam to the accelerating cavities, minimizing emittance growth
at the end of the accelerating chain (i.e., the linac exit).

A typical photocathode RF system depicts a 11
2 -cell with a cathode embedded in the half cell. The

cathode might be either metal or semiconductor depending mainly on applications: in the low-charge
regime, the ultimate brightness performance of the linac is set by the cathode intrinsic emittance, while
for high-repetition-rate photon sources, high-quantum-efficiency photocathodes are required.

The elements that constitute a photo-injector are highlighted in the following sub-sections.

4.1 Photocathode emission
The emission process determines the fundamental lower limit of the beam emittance, called the intrinsic
emittance, which represents the minimum emittance achievable and depends on the emission mechanism,
i.e.:

– thermionic emission [25];
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– field emission [38];
– photo-electric emission [39].

The ideal cathode should have low intrinsic emittance, since this limits the maximum achievable bright-
ness; high quantum efficiency, to reduce the laser load; long lifetime, uniform emission, since hot spots
on the cathode and surface roughness contribute to emittance growth [40]; and fast response, which
allows transverse and longitudinal electron-beam manipulation by properly shaping the laser pulse. At
present, there is no cathode that meets all these criteria. Semiconductor photocathodes, for instance, are
the best choice for high quantum efficiency and low emittance, while metallic photocathodes are chosen
because of their fast temporal response, long operational lifetime, and high vacuum compatibility. An
extensive and detailed study is reported in Ref. [22].

To understand the mechanism of electron emission from a cathode material, it is important to
identify the fields and the potentials at the cathode surface and close to it. The electric potential energy
as a function of the distance, x, from the cathode is given as

eΦ = eΦwork −
e2

16πε0x
− eE0x , (11)

and is the sum of the work function energy, eΦwork, which represents the work necessary to separate
a charge from its image within the material and depends on the material, the image charge potential,
−e2/(16πε0x), and the potential corresponding to a constant electric field normal to the surface, E0.
Electrons with energies greater than the work function can escape the barrier, while those with lower
energies can tunnel through it. In the case of thermionic and photo-electric emission, electrons are excited
above the barrier to escape, while in the field emission the barrier height is lowered by the external field
to encourage tunnelling. The reduction of the barrier by the applied field is called the Schottky effect and
plays a central role in all emission processes, especially field emission [41].

Photo-electric emission is well described by Spicer’s three-step model.

1. Photon energy absorption by the electron:

(a) the optical skin depth depends on photon wavelength (∼14 nm for UV light on copper);
reflectivity, and absorption as the photons travel into the cathode.

2. Electron transport to the surface through:

(a) electron–electron scattering, dominant for metals;
(b) electron–phonon scattering, dominant for semiconductors;
(c) angular cone of escaping electrons.

3. Electron escape through the barrier:

(a) Schottky effect and abrupt change in electron angle across the metal–vacuum interface; clas-
sical escape over the barrier due to the applied field.

Combining the three steps, the quantum efficiency can be expressed in terms of the probabilities
of these processes occurring:

QE(ω) = [1−R(ω)]Fe−e(ω)

∫ EF

EF+Φeff−~ω dE
∫ 1√

EF+Φeff
E+~ω

d(cosϑ)
∫ 2π

0 dφ

∫ EF

EF−~ω dE
∫ 1
−1 d(cosϑ)

∫ 2π
0 dφ

. (12)

The first factor represents the probability of a photon being absorbed by the metal, which depends on the
optical reflectivity: R(ω) ∼ 40% for metals and R(ω) ∼ 10% for semiconductors; the second factor,
Fe−e(ω), is the probability that an electron will reach the surface without scattering with another electron,
which for metals is 20%; the third factor is the probability that an electron will be excited into a state
with sufficient perpendicular momentum to escape the material, over the barrier:
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– occupied states with enough energy to escape, ∼0.04;
– electrons with angle within the max angle for escape, ∼0.01;
– azimuthally isotropic emission, ∼1.

The total energy of an electron inside the cathode after absorption of the photon is E + ~ω, therefore the
total momentum inside and outside is

ptotal,in =
√

2m0(E + ~ω) , ptotal,out =
√

2m0(E + ~ω − Φeff − EF) , (13)

where EF is the Fermi level. The electron within the material, approaching the boundary surface, needs
to have sufficient longitudinal momentum to escape, i.e.,

√
2m0(E + ~ω) cosϑin ≥

√
2m0(Φeff + EF) , (14)

where cosϑmax,in =
√

Φeff + EF/E + ~ω. In analogy to photons, electrons refract as they transit the
cathode interface, as a consequence of the boundary condition requiring conservation of transverse mo-
mentum across the metal–vacuum transition, px,in = px,out and ptotal,in sinϑin = ptotal,out sinϑout.

Combining the probabilities, it is possible to evaluate the nominal quantum efficiency for a copper
photocathode, i.e., QE ∼ 5 × 10−5 [42]. As a rule of thumb, the quantum efficiency is given by QE =
Ne/Nph = (hν[eV]/Elaser[J])Q[C]; therefore, to extract 1 nC of charge from a copper photocathode, a
UV (266 nm) laser energy of the order of 100 µJ is required.

The linear dependence between the number of emitted electrons and the incident number of pho-
tons holds until a critical intensity of the laser pulse is reached. Indeed, for higher laser intensities,
electrons will be emitted even for photon energies below the work function. In this case, n > 1 photons
have to be absorbed at the same time in order to promote an electron to an unbound state with enough
kinetic energy to escape the material, the scaling of the emitted charge being the nth power of the laser
intensity. Taking advantage of the multiphoton emission process, an IR-wavelength laser incident on a
metal cathode might also be used for electron-beam generation, in particular, when ultrashort pulses are
required [43].

Depending on the application, the cathode choice must be driven not only by the quantum effi-
ciency, but also by the intrinsic emittance, which represents the ultimate achievable emittance.

The intrinsic emittance is a feature of the emission process. To derive it, the definition of r.m.s.
emittance, εn,x = βγ

√
〈x2〉〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2, can be used, observing that the correlation term, 〈xx′〉2, is

null out of the cathode. Therefore,

εn,x = σx

√
〈p2
x〉

m0c
(15)

is a function of the laser pulse spot size, σx, and the transverse momentum, px, as determined by the
emission process.

By calculating the IInd-order transverse momentum of the electron distribution function, we get
the photo-electric normalized emittance as

εintrinsic
n,x = σx

√
~ω − Φeff

3m0c2
. (16)

Therefore, to minimize the intrinsic emittance, one has to reduce the energy difference, ∆ = ~ω − Φeff ,
between the energy of the incident photons and the effective work function of the material. However,
since the quantum efficiency is proportional to ∆2, a low intrinsic emittance also results in a low quantum
efficiency.
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4.1.1 Space-charge limit emittance
As emitted electrons come out from the cathode surface, they create their own electric field and start to
fill the entire region, which can be represented as two parallel plates, i.e., cathode and anode, placed at
a distance d, with an applied field or bias potential, V . In the beam tail, the beam self-field is opposed
to the applied field and increases with the extracted charge. The effective potential is then distorted,
creating asymmetries in the tail and setting a maximum extractable current in the steady-state regime. The
maximum current density extractable is given, by solving the Poisson equation, by the Child–Langmuir
law [44], which expresses how the steady-state current varies with both the gap distance, d, and the bias
potential of the parallel plates, V , that schematize the RF gun:

jCL,1D =
4ε0

9

√
2e

m0

V 3/2

d2
. (17)

This formula has been derived by assuming an infinitely wide beam in the transverse dimensions (i.e.,
1D approximation) that completely fills the accelerating gap. However, in state-of-art photo-injectors, the
initial electron-beam pulse length is always much smaller than the accelerating gap; in addition, the laser
spot size on the cathode is usually smaller than millimetres in diameter to decrease the cathode emittance
contribution, therefore the 1D Child–Langmuir formula is no longer valid. Indeed, to describe a real
case, it is convenient to introduce the aspect ratio, i.e., the ratio between the beam radius and its length,
to define pancake-like (�1) and cigar-like (�1) beams. In the case of pancake-like beams, the maximum
surface charge density is set by the cathode extraction field, while in cigar-like beams only a small part
of the beam contributes to the space-charge field and a higher charge can be extracted. The space-charge
limit is reached when the space-charge field equals the applied, external field, E0, and electron emission
saturates. At the space-charge limit, the emitted charge saturates and the emission becomes constant. In
the RF gun, the signature for the observation of the space-charge limit is the non-linear dependence of
the charge on the laser energy.

The space-charge limit sets a minimum value for the beam emittance, once the applied field at the
cathode, Ea, and the required charge, Qbunch, are known. Indeed, for a cylindrical uniformly filled beam
with radius R, the r.m.s. size is σx = R/2 =

√
(Qbunch)/(4πε0Ea); therefore, substituting it in the

normalized intrinsic emittance for photo-electric emission (Eq. (16)), we get

εSCL =

√
Qbunch(~ω − Φeff)

4πε0m0c2Ea
. (18)

The dependencies of the space-charge limit emittance on both the applied field and the charge are re-
ported in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. The space-charge limit emittance sets a maximum transverse
brightness, which in the case of pancake-like beams does not depend on the charge, but only on the
applied RF field and on the emission process:

B⊥ =
N

εnxεny
→ Bmax

⊥ = 4πε0
Ea

e

m0c
2

~ω − Φeff
. (19)

4.2 RF gun
Once the electrons are out of the cathode surface, they have to be promptly accelerated to keep under con-
trol the emittance growth driven by space-charge forces. For this purpose, the relevant modes are those
with large longitudinal electric fields Ez , since the energy transfer occurs when the particle’s velocity is
parallel to the electric field:

dU

dt
= Q~v · ~E . (20)
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Fig. 3: Space-charge limit emittance as function of a) the applied field at and b) the charge for a Cu cathode
(Φeff=4.6 eV), illuminated by a UV laser pulse (~ω = 4.66 eV at 266 nm).

These modes are the transverse magnetic or TMm,n,p modes, since Bz = 0 and m, n, and p denote
the rotational symmetry, the radial dependence, and the longitudinal mode of the cavity, respectively. In
particular, the m-mode number represents the azimuthal angle, defining the ϑ-dependence or rotational
symmetry of the fields. For all RF guns, since a beam with rotational symmetry is desired,m = 0. The p-
mode number denotes the longitudinal mode of cavity, contributing to the RF emittance; for this reason,
the full cell length for most RF guns is λ/2 and p = 1.

Considering a pillbox geometry for the RF gun cavity, the longitudinal electric field is

Emnpz (r, z) = E0Jm(kmnr) cos(mϑ) cos

(
2pπz

λ

)
eiωz/c , (21)

with Jm(kmnr) the mth-order Bessel function, kmn the nth zero of the mth-order Bessel function. Con-
sidering the π-mode for a 11/2-cell standing wave RF structure, therefore, m = 0, n = 0, p = 1, and the
gun longitudinal field is Ez = E0 cos(kz) sin(ωt + φ0), presenting the maximum field on the cathode
surface, i.e., at z = 0 (k = ω/c, with ω the RF angular frequency, and φ0 the RF phase at which electrons
leave the cathode surface and start to be accelerated). The radial field Er and the azimuthal field Bϑ can
be derived by solving the Maxwell equations:

Er =
kr

2
E0 sin(kz) sin(ωt+ φ0) = −r

2

∂

∂z
Ez , (22)

Bϑ = c
kr

2
E0 cos(kz) cos(ωt+ φ0) =

r

2c

∂

∂t
Ez , (23)

where k = 2π/λ is the RF wave number.

The force acting on a particle in the RF gun can be derived by combining Er and Bϑ:

F = e(Er − βcBϑ) . (24)

The radial momentum kick is obtained by integrating the radial force impulse over the position at
the last iris:

∆pr = e

∫
Er

dz

βc
= −e

2

∫
r

βc

∂Ez
∂z

dz . (25)

Assuming that the RF field is a constant step function over the gun length, the change in radial momentum
is

∆pr = − eE0

m0c2
r sinφ, (26)
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Fig. 4: RF emittance as a function of the exit phase for a 100 MV/ m gun with a 1 mm r.m.s. size beam and a
Gaussian longitudinal distribution of 4 RF degrees r.m.s. at the exit iris, corresponding to a 10 ps FWHM bunch
length. The total emittance (green solid line) is the quadratic sum of the first-order (blue solid line) and second-
order (orange dashed line) emittances.

which depends on the applied field and the phase with respect to the wave, therefore, on the relative
position of the particle within the bunch. Moving from cylindrical to Cartesian co-ordinates, we obtain
the change in transverse momentum at the exit of the iris in terms of a kick angle x′:

∆px = βγx′ = − eE0

2m0c2
x sinφ → x′ = − eE0

2βγm0c2
x sinφ. (27)

The RF gun can then be schematized as a defocusing lens: the electron exiting the gun undergoes a
transverse kick from the exit iris, which can be written in terms of a focal length, fRF:

x′ =
x

fRF
→ fRF = −2βγm0c

2

eE0 sinφ
. (28)

The focal strength is phase dependent, therefore electrons at different longitudinal positions, or slices,
along the bunch, arriving at different phases at the gun exit, experience different kicks. In numbers (a
SPARC_LAB case), an S-band standing wave RF gun operating at E0 = 110 MV/ m, φ = 30◦, and
an electron energy of 5 MeV, has a focal length fRF = −18 cm, where the minus sign denotes the
defocusing effect of the gun exit iris. The different angular kicks received by the different slices along
the bunch contribute to an increase in the overall projected emittance, which can be estimated by deriving
the r.m.s. divergence from the variation of the angular dispersion with the exit phase, as

∆x′ = − d

dφ

( 1

fRF

)
∆x∆φ , (29)

and averaging over the particle distribution we get

σx′ =
eE0 cosφ

2γm0c2
σxσφ . (30)

The impact of the phase dependence on the projected emittance is then summarized as

εRF
n =

eE0

2m0c2
σ2
xσφ

√

cos2 φ+
σ2
φ

2
sin2 φ , (31)

as shown in Fig. 4. At 90◦, corresponding to the crest of the RF field, the phase space is strongly corre-
lated; this means that all the slices lie on the same line, resulting in a minimum in the total RF emittance;
conversely, far from the crest, each slice in the bunch explores more different fields, though contributing
with a different slice emittance, resulting in a finite projected RF emittance.
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Fig. 5: Cylindrical bunch distribution in both the laboratory and the co-moving particle frame

4.2.1 Space-charge derivation
Space-charge forces influence the beam dynamics and are one of the main performance limitations in
high-brightness photo-injectors.

To describe the origin of space-charge forces, let us consider the case of highly relativistic bunches
(Fig. 5). In the laboratory system, let us assumeN relativistic electrons uniformly distributed in a cylinder
with radius rb and length Lb; in a co-moving particle co-ordinate system, electrons are at rest and the
field is a pure Coulomb field. When transforming from the laboratory frame to the co-moving one, the
number of electrons and the radius remain invariant, while the length is expanded by a factor γ, the
Lorentz factor. Therefore, since γ � 1, the approximation of an infinitely long cylindrical distribution is
valid and, by applying the Gauss theorem, the electric field is retrieved having only a radial component:

E∗r (r) = − Ne

2πε0L∗b

r

r2
b

, r ≤ rb , (32)

E∗r (r) = − Ne

2πε0L∗b

1

r
, r ≥ rb . (33)

Transforming back to the laboratory frame, the radial component of the electric field yields a radial
electric field and an azimuthal magnetic field [45]:

Er(r) = γE∗r (r) = − Ne

2πε0Lb

r

r2
b

, (34)

Bφ(r) =
v

c2
Er(r) , r ≤ rb . (35)

The force a test particle inside the bunch experiences due to Er and Bφ is given by the Lorentz force,
~F = −e( ~E + ~v × ~B); therefore,

Fr(r) =
Ne2

2πε0Lb

r

r2
b

(
1− v2

c2

)
=

Ne2

2πε0Lb

r

r2
b

1

γ2
, (36)

which has a linear dependence on r and is proportional to γ−2. The overall force points outwards and is
then a defocusing force, which vanishes for γ →∞.

The repulsive space-charge forces represent an unavoidable issue, which must be compensated
to avoid a strong increase in emittance. For cylindrical bunch transverse distributions, the total space-
charge force depends linearly on the displacement r, as shown in Eq. (36). The linear dependence on the
particle displacement from the axis produces a quasi-laminar propagation of the beam, since there is a
full correlation between the particles’ position and their transverse angle; the particle motion follows a
laminar flow, therefore, particle trajectories do not cross each other. Therefore, applying a magnetic lens,
such as a solenoid, whose field increases linearly with r, the internal forces are counterbalanced and the
beam is focused, contributing to preserve the emittance.
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In the case of Gaussian transverse beam distribution, the radial force does not depend linearly on
r, as

Fr(r) =
Ne2

2πε0Lbr

(
1− e−

r2

2σ2

)
1

γ2
: (37)

it increases almost linearly from the axis (r = 0) up to 0.8σ of the Gaussian distribution, then it reverses
its trend and starts decreasing for r > 1.8σ, since the charge density is lower than around the axis. In
this case, space-charge forces cannot be fully compensated. A flat, uniform beam distribution is also
advantageous in the longitudinal direction, because slices in the core or in the tails would have different
charge density otherwise, experiencing a different defocusing effect due to space-charge along the bunch,
while the same external focusing force is applied along the bunch.

4.3 Emittance compensation
In the 1980s, Carlsten [46] first explained how to reduce the emittance increase induced by space-charge
in a RF gun. He suggested using a solenoid, placed at the exit of the RF gun, to control the emittance
oscillations in the downstream drift.

The beam can be virtually divided, in the longitudinal direction, by thin slices, each having its own
transverse phase space distribution. Assuming that each slices are independent and do not interact with
each other, the projected emittance is the phase space ellipse, which encloses all the slice phase space.
At the cathode, all the slices have low angular divergence and they can be considered almost aligned,
resulting in a projected emittance which is close to the intrinsic one. As the beam leaves the cathode
surface, the slices undergo different angular kicks, depending on their peak current. The ensemble of
phase spaces of each slice forms a kind of fan, resulting in a larger enclosing ellipse and, therefore, in
an increased projected emittance. A solenoid, whose focusing field is linear, can be used to give to each
slice a kick of the same sign. Indeed, the beam entering the end radial field of the solenoid receives a
transverse kick and rotates inward or outward, depending on the solenoid polarity. The particle is then
closer in when passing through the end radial field at the opposite end of the solenoid and, since it is
further in, the kick is smaller. After the solenoid, the beam drifts a distance with the slices all converging
at a beam waist, placed at the entrance of the high-energy linac. To prevent additional space-charge
emittance increase in subsequent accelerating sections, the final emittance minimum has to be reached at
high beam energy so that space-charge forces are sufficiently damped. Indeed, the linac boosts the beam
energy from the space-charge-dominated regime to the emittance-dominated one, freezing the aligned
slices. Therefore, a solenoidal field is needed to focus the beam and match it into a high-gradient booster
to damp emittance oscillations.

In the space-charge-dominated regime, i.e., when the space-charge collective force is largely domi-
nant over the emittance pressure, mismatches between the space-charge correlated forces and the external
RF focusing gradient produce slice envelope oscillations that cause normalized emittance oscillations,
also referred to as plasma oscillations.2 It has been shown [48] that to conveniently damp emittance
oscillations the beam has to be injected into the booster with a laminar envelope waist and the booster
accelerating gradient has to be properly matched to the beam size, energy, and peak current, according to

γ′ =
2

σ

√
Ip

2IAγ
, (38)

with γ′ ≈ 2Eacc, where Eacc is the accelerating field. The matching condition guarantees emittance
oscillation damping, preserving beam laminarity during acceleration. The final value of the emittance,
however, is strongly dependent on the phase of the plasma oscillation at the entrance of the booster, whose
typical behaviour is shown in Fig. 6, as computed by numerical simulations with PARMELA code [49]
for different initial electron pulse shapes, i.e., flat top with different rise time from a pure cylindrical

2For further detailed studies refer to Ref. [47].
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Fig. 6: Normalized r.m.s. emittance oscillations in the drift downstream the RF gun as computed by PARMELA,
for different initial electron pulse rise times. Gun length, 15 cm, solenoid length 20 cm centred at z = 20 cm [52].

bunch (0 ps rise time) to a quasi-Gaussian distribution (3 ps rise time). The emittance minimum decreases
for shorter rise times because of the reduced non-linear transverse space-charge effects in cylindrical-like
bunch charge distributions [50]. In addition, an emittance oscillation appears in the drift downstream of
the RF gun, showing a double emittance minimum [51]. The relative emittance maximum disappears
at longer rise times and becomes a ‘knee’ in a quasi-Gaussian distribution (yellow curve in Fig. 6).
Emittance oscillations of this kind are produced by a beating between head and tail plasma frequencies
caused by correlated chromatic effects in the solenoid. The working point matching condition, suitable
for damping emittance oscillations, requires the emittance to be a local maximum and the envelope to be
a waist at the entrance to the booster. In this way, the second emittance minimum can be shifted at higher
energies and frozen at the smallest value, taking advantage of the additional emittance compensation
occurring in the booster. The waist size is related to the strength of the RF fields and the peak current:
RF focusing aligns the slices, resulting in a smaller projected emittance, and acceleration damps the
emittance oscillations.

Experimental evidence of emittance oscillations in the drift before the booster has been obtained
at the SPARC high-brightness photo-injector [52] by using an emittance meter [53] to measure the evo-
lution of the beam transverse phase space in the drift downstream of the RF gun. The behaviour of both
projected normalized emittance and envelope along the longitudinal co-ordinate z is reported in Fig. 7.
The projected emittance evolution along z shows the expected double minimum oscillation, which is
crucial in achieving minimum emittance in high-brightness photo-injectors.

4.4 Longitudinal compression
Space-charge effects at low energy prevent the generation of short, subpicosecond, electron bunches,
with a significant amount of charge (tens of picocoulombs) directly from the electron source, leading to
emittance degradation and bunch elongation within a few centimetres downstream of the cathode. Bunch
compression is therefore necessary to shorten the electron pulse, achieving a high peak current, of the
order of kiloamps. Either magnetic or RF-based compression methods can be used for this purpose.

In magnetic compressors, a bunch with a time-energy correlation (or chirp) is driven along an
energy-dependent path length by a dispersive, non-isochronous beam transport section [54]. While this
scheme has been proved successful in increasing the beam current at high energies, the emittance in-
crease due to coherent synchrotron radiation in bending magnets can be dramatic. As an alternative, the
compression scheme used at SPARC_LAB exploits the interaction with the electromagnetic fields of an
accelerating cavity. Based on RF compression, it uses rectilinear trajectories, avoiding the degradation
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Fig. 7: Normalized emittance and envelope (r.m.s. values) evolution from the cathode up to the beam line end, as
computed by PARMELA (red and blue curves), compared with measurements (red dots and blue squares) taken
in the emittance meter range (up to 2 m from the cathode). Beam measured parameters: 500 pC, 5 ps FWHM
(quasi-flat top pulse shape), 1.5 ps rise time, 5 MeV.

due to coherent synchrotron radiation suffered by the beam going through bending trajectories. In addi-
tion, working at relatively low energy [55], of the order of megaelectronvolts, it can be integrated into
the emittance compensation process [46] illustrated in the previous section. This scheme is commonly
known as velocity bunching [56].

The longitudinal phase space rotation in the velocity-bunching process is based on a correlated
time-velocity chirp in the electron bunch, causing electrons in the bunch tail to be faster than electrons
in the bunch head. The correlated chirp induces a longitudinal phase space rotation in the travelling
RF wave potential (longitudinal focusing), accelerating the beam inside a long multicell RF structure,
as depicted in Fig. 8 (right panel).3 Thus, simultaneously, an of-crest energy chirp is applied to the
injected beam. Subrelativistic electrons injected into a travelling wave cavity at zero crossing field phase
move more slowly than the RF wave. Thus, the beam slips back to phases, towards −90◦, as shown in
Fig. 8 (left-hand panel), where the field is accelerating, and it is chirped and compressed: compression
and acceleration take place at the same time within the same accelerating section, i.e., the first one
following the RF gun. The velocity-bunching technique is characterized by longitudinal and transverse
phase space distortions, leading to asymmetric current profiles and higher final projected emittances,
which can, however, be minimized by keeping the transverse beam size under control through solenoidal
magnetic fields in the region where the bunch is undergoing compression and the electron density is
increasing [57]. For this reason, the typical layout for a high-brightness RF photo-injector, shown in Fig.
2, presents solenoid coils embedding the first two accelerating sections. As shown in Fig. 9, the effect on
emittance compensation produced by the solenoids is clearly visible in the simulation (right plot: curve
c).

5 Conclusions
High-brightness electron beams can be achieved in RF photo-injectors by means of RF guns, equipped
with laser-driven photocathodes, followed by booster sections. An emittance compensation scheme [46]
based on a focusing solenoid at the exit of the RF gun can be used in photo-injectors to control emittance
increase due to space-charge effects. In addition, by properly matching the transverse phase space of the
electron beam with the downstream accelerating sections (booster), it is possible to control the transverse

3General Particle Tracer is a 3D code to study charged-particle dynamics in electromagnetic fields.
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Fig. 8: Left-hand side: longitudinal electric field in the first travelling wave section as a function of RF phase,
showing slippage of the beam, injected at the 0 crossing phase, towards −90◦. Right-hand side: General Particle
Tracer simulation of the longitudinal phase space. The maximum bunch compression, for this case, occurs at
around −87◦ (olive green curve).

Fig. 9: Left-hand side: measured envelopes and PARMELA simulations. Right-hand side: emittance evolution
along the linac (PARMELA simulations); (a) no compression, (b) compression with solenoids off along the first
travelling wave section, (c) same compression with solenoids set to 450 G [57].

emittance oscillations during the acceleration. Under conditions of invariant envelope and proper phasing
of space-charge oscillations [52], the final emittance is almost compensated down to the intrinsic emit-
tance value given by cathode emission, with an expected emittance scaling such as εn ∼ σcathode ∼

√
Q,

where σcathode is the hitting laser spot size on the photocathode, and Q is the extracted electron charge.
A compression stage can occur to shorten the beam length so to achieve the required large peak current.
The so-called velocity-bunching method [55] has opened up a new possibility of compressing the beam
inside an RF structure and, if integrated in the emittance compensation process [48, 56], can provide
the desired bunch current values with the advantage of compactness of the machine and absence of the
coherent synchrotron radiation effects present in a magnetic compressor [58–60]. It is interesting to note
that a shortened beam length also enables the energy spread dilution due to RF curvature degradation to
be contained; indeed the energy spread depends on the bunch length and the accelerating frequency as
∆γ/γ ≈ 2((πfRFσz)/c)

2, where an on-crest operation, in full relativistic conditions, has been consid-
ered.

The electron source is one of the key components, since the brightness generated at the elec-
tron source represents the ultimate achievable value. The final application must drive the choice of both
electron source and injector, since stability and reliability are common issues. Photo-injectors have the
advantage of producing a variety of bunch trains that can be tailored to the needs of a particular machine
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by properly shaping the laser pulses. Photocathodes (with respect to thermionic sources) can easily pro-
duce peak current densities of the order of kiloamps per centimetre squared, and high current densities
at the cathode are needed to minimize the transverse emittance. Conversely, DC photocathode electron
guns are the best solution for high-average power beams.
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